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Abstract. We aim at quantifying the impact of state uncertainties in shape
optimization. This provides confidence bounds for the optimal solution. The
approach is presented for inverse designs where the target is assumed uncertain.
No sampling of a large dimensional space is necessary and the approach uses
what is already available in a deterministic gradient-based inversion algorithm.
Our proposal is based on the introduction of directional quantile-based extreme
scenarios knowing the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the target data.
We use these scenarios to define a matrix having the structure of the covariance
matrix of the optimization parameters. We compare this construction to another
one using the gradient of the functional by an adjoint method. The paper goes
beyond inverse design and shows how to apply the method to general optimization
problems. The ingredients of the paper are illustrated on a model problem with
the Burgers equation and on the optimization of the shape of an aircraft. Overall,
the computational complexity is comparable to the deterministic case.

1. Introduction

Forward and backward uncertainty propagation [1, 4, 25] are obviously of great
importance with a huge literature dedicated to uncertainty quantification (UQ). For-
ward propagation aims at defining, for instance, a probability density function for a
functional j(x) knowing those of optimization parameters x [18, 27, 21]. This can
be done, for instance, through Monte Carlo simulations or a separation between de-
terministic and stochastic features using Karhunen-Loeve theory (polynomial chaos
theory belongs to this class) [14, 44, 15, 42]. Backward propagation aims at reduc-
ing models bias or calibrating models parameters knowing the probability density
function of j [40, 23, 5]. This can be seen as a minimization problem and Kalman
filters [24] give, for instance, an elegant framework for this inversion assimilating the
uncertainties on the observations.

In this work we discuss one aspect of UQ where the target state u∗ used in an
inverse problem is uncertain. This is the case, for instance, minimizing j(x) =
‖u(x) − u∗‖ to reduce the distance between a model state u(x) and observations.
This work therefore rather belongs to the class of backward uncertainty propagation.

In the past, we showed how to quantify epistemic and aleatory uncertainties
through geometric characterizations of global sensitivity spaces built using adjoint-
based gradients of the functional available in existing optimization platforms [30].
In the presence of different modeling or solution methods, principal angles between
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these sensitivity subspaces permit to measure the deviation due to a change in the
modeling [31]. We also showed how these ingredients can be used in the context of
multi-point robust analysis of a system to define worst-case scenarios for its function-
ing. To this end we combined a multi-point search direction with the probabilistic
features of the control parameters through their quantiles [22, 33]. These ingredients
permit to define the concept of directional uncertainty quantification and directional
extreme scenarios (DES) [32]. Global sensitivity spaces can then be built for these
extreme scenarios and the above geometric characteristics permit again to measure
the impact of the variability of the parameters of the problem. The main inter-
est of this construction is to account for the variability of the parameters in large
dimension without a sampling of the corresponding parameter space.

To go beyond directional extreme scenarios, we combined the previous ingredients
with Ensemble Kalman Filters (EnKF) [24, 2, 12, 13, 9, 10] which are efficient to
account for the variability in the observations in inversion. The outcome is what
we called Ensemble Directional Extreme Scenarios (EDES) which provides a more
accurate and exhaustive sampling of the boundary of the uncertainty domain. We
showed how to link the necessary ensemble size to the geometry of global sensitivity
spaces in inversion [34].

Despite these approaches avoid the sampling of a large dimensional space and
despite EnKF, indeed, is an elegant solution for the inversion of uncertain data,
the computation cost remains high and the procedures difficult to simply explain in
engineering environments. In this work, we would like to simplify our procedures and
propose low-complexity uncertainty information on the design variables still using
the ingredients of existing gradient-based optimization platforms. We illustrate our
purpose in the context of inversion of uncertain data.

Targeting uncertain data is a realistic situation as the acquired data are usually
uncertain. It is therefore interesting to be able to quantify the impact of this uncer-
tainty on the inversion results. An important information will be the sensitivity of
the design to a given level of uncertainty on the data at some location. Indeed, if
this sensitivity is low, this would be an indication that a more accurate acquisition
there is unnecessary.

Considering the target as uncertain is also interesting because we do not always
have existence of a solution for an inversion problem as u∗ is not necessary solution
of the state equation making an exact or deterministic inversion inversion pointless.
Also, the approach permits to go beyond inversions based on least square minimiza-
tion involving a mean state (flow) target.

Finally, the uncertainty in measurements is also an interesting way to account for
the presence of variability in the state (e.g. due to the presence of turbulence in the
flow). More generally, as a model or numerical procedure are by nature imperfect
and partial, we can consider this uncertainty as a representation and estimation of
these imperfections. These imperfections are even more present in inverse problems
where one cannot afford the same level of resolution than for a single simulation. We
therefore need to be able to quantify the impact of these weaknesses. The approach
presented here is therefore also useful to account for epistemic uncertainties related
to possible model or solution procedures deficiencies.

The ingredients of the paper are illustrated on a model problem with the Burgers
equation and a shape optimization problem for an aircraft.
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2. General settings

We are interested in a class of optimization problems where the cost function
involves a functioning parameter u∗ not considered as a design parameter:

(1) min
x∈Oad

j(x, u∗), u∗ ∈ I ⊂ IRp,Oad ⊂ IRn.

where x is the design vector belonging to Oad the optimization admissible domain.
This is a very general context and we visited it to address robustness issues in
optimization with respect to x and u∗ [33, 31, 32]. In this work we are interested in
functionals j of the form:

(2) j(x, u∗) =
1

2
‖Πu(x)− u∗‖2,

where the state u(x) ∈ IRN is solution of a state equation F (u(x)) = 0 and operator
Π : IRN → Rp (typically a linear interpolation operator) makes the state available
at data locations. Inverse problems are in this class [20, 40].

3. Uncertainties on data

We assume that the data u∗ are uncertain and given by their probability density
functions here assumed Gaussian N (µi, σ

2
i ), i = 1, ..., p with mean µi and variance

of σ2
i .

3.1. Propagation of the uncertainties. The simplest way to measure the effect of
these uncertainties on the inversion result is to proceed with Monte Carlo simulation.
This implies a sampling of the variation domain of the data consistent with their
PDF. This means we proceed with M independent inversions for M data sets defined
by independent choices compatible with the PDF of u∗ given by:

N (µi, σ
2
i )→ (u∗i )

m, i = 1, ..., p, m = 1, ...,M.

These independent inversions will produce M optimal control parameters xmopt, m =
1, ...,M from which statistical moments can be defined (typically the mean and
variance) with a rate of convergence in M−1/2 independent of the size p. Such
generation of scenarios is already very demanding even when involving only a direct
simulation chain. In our problem, each of the scenarios involves an inversion, each
requiring several solutions of the direct and adjoint problems. This complexity makes
that this approach is clearly out of the table even if the calculations are independent
and can be carried out in parallel.

As mentioned in the introduction, Ensemble Kalman Filters, also using a reduced
number of parallel scenarios, provide an elegant solution to assimilate these uncer-
tainties. We can cast our inversion, even if it is gradient-based, into the EnKF
formulation as shown in [34]. Considering the underlying global sensitivity space
generated by the gradients of the functional for the different scenarios, we showed
that EnKF is only efficient if the dimension of this space is small compared to the
dimension of the design space. Otherwise, EnKF is not feasible with a reduced en-
semble size as this size needs to be larger than the dimension of the global sensitivity
space. Obviously in this case the calculation complexity is again a burden.
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3.2. Low-complexity uncertainty evaluation. In the sequel, we discuss two low-
complexity constructions of Covx the covariance matrix of the control parameters
from Covu∗ the covariance matrix of the data. We want these constructions to have
a cost comparable to a deterministic inversion and we want to avoid any sampling
of a large dimension space.

We work in the context of a deterministic gradient based minimization algorithm
using an adjoint formulation to access ∇xj [31, 30, 32] with j given by (2).

4. α-Quantile

Consider a random variable v with its PDF known (either analytic or tabulated).
The tail of the PDF can be characterized defining for a given probability level
(0 < α < 1) the following threshold value:

VaRα = inf{l ∈ IR : P (v > l) ≤ 1− α}.
Different α-quantile are available. One very well known is the Value at Risk (VaR)
which has been widely used in financial engineering as a measure of risk of loss on a
given asset [22]. We do not need the time dependency issue here but it is interest-
ing as it permits to account for possible improvement of measurement accuracy as
discussed in [33].

4.1. Bounding the uncertainty domain. We would like to use the concept of
α-quantile (we call in the sequel VaR) to define a closed domain of variation for the
uncertain data [33]. Given a threshold 0 ≤ α < 1, a data u∗i , i = 1, ..., p belongs to
the interval [µi + VaR−α , µi + VaR+

α ] with VaR−α ≤ 0 ≤ VaR+
α with probability α.

As we consider Gaussian probability density functions we have VaR−α = −VaR+
α

and the values at risk are explicitly known:

VaR0.99(N(0, 1)) = 2.33, and VaR0.95(N(0, 1)) = 1.65,

and VaRα(N(0, σ2)) = σ2VaRα(N(0, 1)).
We have therefore, with probability α, an uncertainty domain for the data given

by:
Bα(µ) = Πp

i=1[µi − 1.65σ2
i , µi + 1.65σ2

i ] ⊂ IRp

This is a large domain and we do not want to proceed with any sampling of it.

4.2. Directional Extreme Scenarios (DES). However, using the sensitivity of
the functional with respect to the data we can identify two directional extreme sets
of data corresponding to the intersection of Bα(µ) and d = µ + t ∂j/∂u∗, t ∈ IR.
Let us call these two data sets (u∗)± defined by:

(3) (u∗)± = µ± 1.65 σ2
i

(
∂j/∂u∗

‖∂j/∂u∗‖

)
i

.

To measure of the impact of this variability on the result of the inversion, we
proceed with two minimization with the target data given by (u∗)± starting from
x∗ = xopt(u

∗ = µ). Let us call (x∗)± the results of these inversions.
We assume monotonic behavior of the outcome of the inversion with respect to

the data:

(4) ‖x∗(µ)− x∗(ν)‖ ↗ if ‖µ− ν‖ ↗ .

This assumption is reasonable and means that larger deviations in data sets bring
larger variations in the outcome of the optimization. This also suggests that the
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maximum deviation for the results of the inversion due to the uncertainty on the
data can be estimated through: X± = (x∗)+ − (x∗)−. We consider the following
matrix as an approximation of the covariance matrix Covx± [43] for x:

(5) Covx± = IE((X±)(X±)t)− IE(X±)IE(X±)t ∼ (X±)(X±)t − (X±)(X±)t,

with X± = ((x∗)+ + (x∗)− − 2x∗)/2.
The concept of Directional Extreme Scenarios has been presented in [31, 32] with

applications to robust shape optimization in aeronautics, atmospheric dispersion
and also to quantify the sensitivity of littoral erosion to uncertainties in bottom
sand characteristics [36].

4.3. Algorithm. Let us summarize the steps to take in an existing optimization
platform to introduce the ingredients above.

1. Start minimizing j(x, u∗) for u∗ ∈ IRp. Let us call xopt(u
∗) the result of this

deterministic inversion. We use a gradient-based global minimizer [19, 39] with an
adjoint formulation for ∇xj shortly recalled in section 5 and 7 [31, 30, 37].

2. Define two extreme sets of data (u∗)± = Bα(µ)∩d with d = µ+t ∂j(xopt(u
∗))/∂u∗.

3. Minimize j for (u∗)± giving x±opt = Argminx∈Oad
j(u(x), (u∗)±).

We have therefore three solutions for our optimization: xopt(u
∗) corresponding

to the classical deterministic minimization and xopt((u
∗)±) which can be used to

provide confidence bounds for the deterministic inversion.

5. Sensitivity evaluation

During optimization, we need the gradient of the functional with respect to op-
timization parameter ∇xj(x, u(x)) [38, 37]. This is obtained through an adjoint
formulation. Let us recall the approach for a generic state equation F (u(x)) = 0.
The gradient of j with respect to x writes:

∇xj =
∂j

∂x
+

(
(
∂j

∂u
)t
∂u

∂x

)t
=
∂j

∂x
+

(
(
∂j

∂u
)t (

∂F

∂u
)−1 ∂F

∂x

)t
=
∂j

∂x
+

(
vt
∂F

∂x

)t
,

where we have introduced the adjoint variable v solution of:

(6) vt
∂F

∂u
= (

∂j

∂u
)t.

In cases the governing equations are self adjoint (i.e. ∂F
∂u

= (∂F
∂u

)t), one can use the

corresponding solver with ∂j
∂u

as the right-hand side and simply solve:

∂F

∂u
v =

∂j

∂u
.

Also, if F is linear, ∂F
∂u

is a constant operator independent of u. The interest of the
adjoint formulation is that the cost of getting∇xj becomes independent of the size of
x. But, the problem with the adjoint approach is that, except for the two situations
we mentioned (linear or self adjoint state equations), it needs the development (and
maintenance) of a new code. This is why, as discussed in sections 8 and 10, we use
automatic differentiation when possible. We give an example of continuous adjoint
derivation for a time dependent nonlinear problem in section 7.

In multi-criteria problems like the one shown in section 8, where the functional j is
minimized under equality or inequality constraints Ci=1,...,q, we need to solve an ad-
joint problem for the functional and each of the active constraints (needed to express
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the first order KKT conditions). This can be seen as a block diagonal matrix in-
version with all blocks similar and the right-hand side given by (∂uj, ∂uC1, ..., ∂uCq)

t

if we have q constraints active. We will describe how automatic differentiation in
reverse mode with multiple right-hand side capacity can be used to address this
problem. Otherwise, deflation techniques for linear systems with multiple right-
hand sides can be applied [41, 28] taking advantage of the fact that the blocks being
the same the Krylov decomposition needs to be conducted only once.
j is the least square deviation at data location between model and data. ∂uj in

the right-hand side of (6) is a vector of size N and can be obtained writing:

j(x, u∗) =
1

2
‖Πu− u∗‖2 =

1

2
< Πu− u∗,Πu− u∗ >

=
1

2
< ΠtΠu, u > − < Πtu∗, u > +

1

2
< u∗, u∗ >,

and we have ∂uj = ΠtΠu−Πtu∗. On the other hand, the sensitivity of j with respect
to the data ∂u∗j needed in (3) is a vector of size p given by ∂j/∂u∗ = −(Πu− u∗).

6. From the adjoint to the covariance matrix of the optimization
parameters

Let us discuss how to take advantage of our adjoint calculation leading to ∇xj the
gradient of the functional with respect to the optimization parameters to estimate
the covariance matrix of these latter.

Let us start establishing the expression for the covariance matrix of x considered
as a vector of zero-mean random variables. Denote, for simplicity, by u the model
solution (also zero mean valued: u← u−µ) at data location and suppose it is linked
to the parameters through a linear model: u = Lx. The covariance matrix for u is
therefore:

Covu = IE(uut) = IE(L xxt Lt) = L IE(xxt) Lt = L Covx L
t.

If the dependency u with respect to the parameter x is nonlinear the analysis holds
for the linearized model. Introducing J = ∂u/∂x we have:

Covu = J Covx J t.

To get Covx we need therefore to invert this expression and because the amount
of data can be large and probably impossible to exactly fit, we proceed with a
least-square formulation looking for Covx minimizing:

1

2
< J Covx J t,J Covx J t > − < Covu,J Covx J t > .

First order optimality condition with respect to Covx gives:

J tJ Covx J tJ − J t Covu J = 0,

which leads to
Covx = (J tJ )−1 J t Covu J (J tJ )−1,

and eventually, to

(7) Covx = J −1 Covu J −t =
(
J t Cov−1

u J
)−1

.

To get Covx and knowing Covu, it is therefore sufficient to evaluate J = ∂u/∂x.
The second expression in (7) is interesting as it involves the inversion of a n × n
matrix and gives a least square sense to the inversion of N × n matrices. Also, if
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the optimization is successful and model u and data u∗ close, we can use the fact
that data are usually independent and use the covariance matrix of the observation
instead of Covu:

Covu ∼ Covu∗ ,

which is then diagonal and its inversion straightforward.
The question is, therefore, how to efficiently evaluate J = ∂u/∂x. The model at

data locations Πu is obtained applying, for instance, a linear interpolation operator
Π to the model solution u on the mesh. Therefore, we have:

J = Π
∂u

∂x
.

Now recall that ∇xj is available and has been computed with an adjoint approach
in section 5. We now use it to access ∂u/∂x without extra calculation:

∇xj =
∂j

∂x
+

(
(
∂j

∂u
)t
∂u

∂x

)t
=
∂j

∂x
+

(
(
∂j

∂u
)t Π−1J

)t
,

The first terms in the right-hand sides vanishes for (2) but is non-zero if, for instance,
a Tykhonov regularization term is introduced in the functional [40]. This leads to:

(
∂j

∂u
)t Π−1J = (∇xj −

∂j

∂x
)t,

and eventually to,

(8) J = Π (
∂j

∂u
)−t (∇xj −

∂j

∂x
)t.

(∂j/∂u)−t is a line vector of size N with components given by the inverse of those
of (∂j/∂u) divided by N in order to have (∂j/∂u)−t.(∂j/∂u) = 1.

Alternatively, to avoid numerical difficulties with small components of (∂j/∂u),
(8) can again be seen in a least square sense with the inverse of a normal matrix
involved:

(9) J = Π

(
(
∂j

∂u
)(
∂j

∂u
)t
)−1

∂j

∂u
(∇xj −

∂j

∂x
)t.

This expression involves the inverse of the information matrix ((∂j/∂u)(∂j/∂u)t).
One should be aware that the numerical condition of this matrix can be very poor.
We do not discuss this issue here but typically the Bunch and Kaufman [3] algorithm
should be used in order to account for this possible deficiency. In particular, if
rank deficiency is detected the Moore-Penrose inverse should be used based on the
eigenvalue decomposition of the information matrix [7].

Under the hypothesis of the validity of the physical model, this analysis gives
indications on the level of backward sensitivity of the optimization parameters with
respect to the model solution at data locations which is also the sensitivity with
respect of the deviation between the model and data at the data locations (as the
data are independent of the optimization parameters):

∂u

∂x
=
∂(u− u∗)

∂x
.
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7. Inversion with the Burgers equation

Let us apply the concepts presented above for the quantification of some of the
uncertainties for the solution of the following Burgers equation with a distributed
control in its right-hand side:

∂tu+ ∂y
u2

2
= x(y)u,

(10) u(t,−1) = 1, u(t, 1) = −0.8,

u(t = 0, y) = u0(y) = −1 + 0.8

2
y +

1− 0.8

2
,

where the control x(y) is set to x(y) = x∗(y) = 0.3y. The steady solution (we denote
by u∞ = u(t→∞, y)) of (10) is piecewise parabolic and has a jump at y = s:

u∞(y) = 0.15y2 + 1− 0.15 for y < s,
u∞(y) = 0.15y2 − 0.95 for y > s,(11)

and the shock position is found by asking for the flux to have no jump:

(12) (u∞)−s = −(u∞)+
s therefore s = −

√
1

3
.

We solve equation (10) with a centred scheme for first and second order spatial
derivatives after introduction of a numerical viscosity given by νh = 0.5humax where
umax = max(|ui−1|, |ui|, |ui+1|) on a 100 points uniform mesh (i.e. h = 0.02). Time
integration is based on a third order Runge-Kutta scheme with local times step given
by h/umax. These are very basic choices and much sophisticated schemes could have
been envisaged but this is not central to our discussion.

One example of inverse design is when we would like to recover the control x(y)
minimizing the functional j given by:

(13) j(x(y)) =

∫ ∞
0

∫ 1

−1

J(x(y), t, y)dydt,

where the control x(y) ∈ IR100 is defined by its 100 values of the mesh points. One
typical situation in inverse problems is with J = 1

2
(u(x(y), t) − u∗(y))2 to measure

the distance between the state variable and the target state u∗. If we choose for u∗

the piecewise parabolic solution (11) the existence of the solution is guaranteed with
x∗ = 0.3y.

Now, suppose that the target u∗ is uncertain and defined, for instance, as u∗(y) =
u∞(y)(1 +N (0, σ2(y))) with the local uncertainty on target data known. The ques-
tion we are interested in is how much this affects the inversion ? In other words,
we would like to have confidence bounds around the solution x∗(y) which would be
obtained (at best) by an inversion in a deterministic context where σ(y) = 0.

Of course, the control can be recovered knowing u∗ in regions where the solution
u has no shocks and where we can therefore write:

(14) u∗x∗(y) = ∂t(u
∗) + u∗∂y(u

∗) = u∗∂y(u
∗).

The second equality is because we are looking for a control independent of the time.
So x∗ = ∂y(u

∗) which is known in regions where ud is smooth and we recover the
target control. Solving this problem in the context of uncertain measurement u∗

also permits to a posteriori give a sens to ∂y(u
∗).
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Let us first establish the adjoint formulation described in section 5 for our problem
to obtain ∇xj at a cost independent of the size of x.

We denote by T∞ the time at which the steady solution is reached by our direct
solver. We voluntarily present the approach in a time dependent context with time
marching even if in this case none of the target control nor the state feature time
dependency. This is to remain close of what is done in flow solvers, such as the
one used in section 8, where time marching to steady state is used. The approach
remains obviously valid if the control is function of time.

7.0.1. The adjoint formulation. The derivative of j = 1
2T∞

∫
(−1,1)×(0,T∞)

J with re-

spect to x writes:

∇xj =
1

2T∞

∫
(−1,1)×(0,T∞)

(Jx + Juux)dtdy.

For our functional targeting u∗, Jx = 0. From the linearized Burgers equation we
have:

(15) ∂tux + ∂y(uux)− x(y)ux = 0, ux(y, t = 0) = − 1

0.6
, ux(y = ±1, t) = 0.

One introduces the adjoint state v solution of the backward equation:

(16) ∂tv + u∂yv − x(y)v = Ju, v(y, t = T∞) = v(y = ±1, t) = 0,

and write

(17)
1

2T∞

∫
(−1,1)×(0,T∞)

Juuxdtdy =
1

2T∞

∫
(−1,1)×(0,T∞)

(∂tv + u∂yv − x(y)v)uxdtdy

= − 1

2T∞

∫ 1

−1

(u0)x v(y, t = 0)dy = − 1

2T∞
v(y, t = 0),

where (u0)x = δ(y) formally indicates the sensitivity with respect to the independent
variable x of the initialization of the dependency chain x → u0 → u → J . The
adjoint state v has no shock because its time boundary condition is continuous and
the characteristics integrated backward never cross the shock [16, 38].

7.1. Directional extreme scenarios. Suppose we have proceeded with a deter-
ministic inversion with a gradient method using our adjoint-based gradient as pre-
sented in section 4.3 and obtained the solution x∗(y). We would like now to estab-
lish the two extreme scenarios presented in sections 4.2. It is reasonable to assume
σ2(y) ∼ |∂2

yu|. The second derivative can be established in regions where u is regular
(piecewise parabolic). This gives us a piecewise constant σ over the domain. Using
this distribution, we define our extreme scenarios data from (3):

(18) (u∗)± = u∗(y)± 1.65 σ2(y)

(
∂j/∂u∗

‖∂j/∂u∗‖

)
i

,

and proceed with two inversions with u∗ = (u∗)± as described in section 4.3 giving
(x∗)±. As in section 4.2, we introduce X± = (x∗)+ − (x∗)− and also consider the
difference:

(19) ε(y) = max(|(x∗)+ − x∗|, |(x∗)− − x∗|, |(x∗)+ − (x∗)−|),
which appears here to coincide with |X±| which is compatible with the monotonicity
hypothesis made is section 4.2. This gives an indication of how much deviation the
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Figure 1. Incremental construction of two approximations of the
covariance matrix of the control parameters from the covariance of
the data for the inversion with the Burgers equation of section 10.

uncertainty in the data can produce on the inversion solution. We also compare the
following matrix:

(20) Covx± = (X±)(X±)t − (X±)(X±)t,

to the construction using the adjoint operation in 6 and discussed in the next section.
Figure 1 illustrates this incremental construction. In particular, it shows a compar-
ison between the estimation of the impact of the data variability on the control
parameters by (19) and (diag(Covx))1/2 by (21) given in the next section.

7.2. Adjoint-based Covx. Let us compare the previous construction to the out-
come of the linear analysis presented in section 6 where the covariance matrix of x
is linked to the covariance matrix of u∗:

(21) Covx =
(
J t Cov−1

u∗ J
)−1

,
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Figure 2. |Covx± − Covx| given by (20) and (21).

where J comes from (9) with ∂j/∂x = 0 and Π = Id:

J =

(
(
∂j

∂u
)(
∂j

∂u
)t
)−1

∂j

∂u
(∇xj)

t,

with

∇xj = − 1

2T∞
v(y, t = 0) and

∂j

∂u
(y) =

1

2T∞

∫ T∞

0

(u(x(y), t)− u∗(y))dt.

Figure 2 shows |Covx±−Covx| measuring the deviation between (20) and (21). One
can see from pictures 1 and 2 that the bound information from (20) gives reasonable
estimation of the variability for the control parameters away from shock regions
where the level of the uncertainty appears being well predicted. The two approaches
are complementary. The extreme scenarios approach providing fast estimation of the
variability in regions where the solution is smooth.

8. Full aircraft shape optimization

Let us now apply the concepts presented in the previous sections in a context of
shape optimization of an aircraft in transonic cruise condition. Several sources of
variability exist, for instance, due to a change in the weight of the aircraft during
the flight because of fuel consumption or due to variability in the flight conditions.

In the sequel we consider an aircraft flying at a Mach number of 0.85 and zero
inflow and sideslip incidences. These parameters fully describe a 3D inviscid flow
around the aircraft.

8.1. Inverse design. Inverse shape design aims at finding a shape realizing a given
target state minimizing a functional of the form:

(22) j(x, p∗) =
1

2
‖Πp(x)− p∗‖2,

where p denotes the pressure distribution over the shape of the aircraft and Π in-
dicates where target pressure data are available. We can therefore use what has
been presented to give uncertainty estimation on x from known uncertainty on tar-
get pressure data p∗. Of course, other variables can be considered instead of the
pressure distribution.
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In the sequel, we would like to go beyond inverse design and use our analysis in a
wider shape optimization framework. Let us start describing our platform.

8.2. A shape optimization platform. We work in the framework of an existing
shape optimization platform which has been previously presented in [31, 30, 37]. We
use, in particular, three of its simulation codes for the shape parameterization, for
the fluid dynamic calculations and for the shape sensitivity analysis of aerodynamic
coefficients. This is a very standard and generic situation and these particular choices
are not central to our discussion.

Let us briefly recall our direct dependency chain linking independent variables x
to dependent variables (q, U) describing geometrical entities and state variables and
to the cost function Cd and constraints Ci=1,...,4:

(23) x→ q(x)→ U(q(x))→ (Cd, Ci=1,...,4)(x, q(x), U(q(x))).

8.2.1. Shape parameterization and geometrical entities. In (23) x denotes a CAD-
free parameterization [37, 38] which does not require a priori local regularity assump-
tions on the shape as it is implicitly the case in Computer Aided Design (CAD) based
shape definitions. More precisely, x represents shape deformations along the normal
to the triangular faces of the surface mesh as shown in figure 3. For the problem
discussed here this search space has a dimension n ∼ 16000. This is very challeng-
ing, especially when addressing backward uncertainty propagation and defining the
covariance matrix Covx in section 8.4.

This parameterization receives different denominations and belongs to the same
class as node-based or free-form shape definitions. In all these approaches the reg-
ularity of the deformation needs to be monitored [29, 37]. This parameterization
is intermediate in term of generality between CAD based definitions of shapes and
fully free topological optimization choices where both the regularity and topology of
the shape free. It is also interesting because it permits non intuitive and bio-inspired
shapes to be introduced not necessarily compatible with the initial CAD definition
of the geometry. An example of shape deformation produced by our optimization
procedure is shown in figure 5.

Need for regularity control comes from the fact that, unlike with a CAD definition,
the shape ∂Ω of an object Ω and a gradient-based deformation do not belong to the
same function space in terms of regularity and, actually, the second is always less
regular. Let us illustrate this on a simple example with J(x) = ‖Ax−b‖2 taking x ∈
H1(∂Ω), Ax and b in L2(∂Ω). The gradient J ′x = 2AT (Ax− b) belongs to H−1(∂Ω).
Therefore, any variation along J ′x will have less regularity than x: δx = −ρJ ′x =
−ρ(2(Ax− b)A) ∈ H−1(∂Ω). We therefore need to project (or filter or smooth) into
H1(∂Ω). But, why this is not the case with a CAD parameterization? Suppose the
shape is described in a finite dimensional parameter space, as for instance with a
polynomial definition of a surface (this is like a CAD parameterization). When we
consider as control parameters the coefficients of the polynomial, changes in those do
not change the regularity as the new shape will always belong to the same polynomial
space. Sobolev inclusions give the key for the choice of the regularity operator with
the CAD-free parameterization [37]. In our case, because we are using a piecewise
linear discretization, a second-order elliptic system is sufficient. This operator is
also used to monitor the regularity of the wing leading edge in order to avoid sharp
edges.
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Figure 3. CAD-free shape parameterization (upper) and by-section
definitions of the shape for geometric constraints enforcement.

q(x) denotes the auxiliary unstructured mesh related geometrical quantities. When
the shape is modified, this change must be propagated through the mesh keeping it
admissible and we need to recalculate all related geometrical quantities. Admissible
and positive mesh deformation is achieved by a 3D torsional spring analogy method
[11].

8.2.2. Flow solver. In (23) U(q(x)) denotes flow variables. More precisely, U(q(x)) =
(ρ, ρ~u, ρE)t represents the conservative flow variables solution of the Euler equations
in conservation form where, T being the temperature, the total energy is given by
E = CvT + ‖~u‖2/2 and the pressure by the state law p = ρRT with R the perfect
gas constant.

The details of the implementation of the flow solver are available in [37]. It is
based on a finite volume Galerkin method on unstructured tetrahedral meshes [8]. Of
course, other choices are possible for the flow solver and the literature on numerical
methods for compressible flows is huge. This is not central to our discussion. We
target steady solutions and use time marching with local time steps to reach these.
The local time steps are proportional to h/(‖~u‖+c) with h the local mesh size and c
the local speed of sound. The time integration procedure is explicit and is based on a
low-storage Runge-Kutta scheme. To illustrate the level of convergence to the steady
state we use during optimization a typical convergence history is shown in figure
4. This means that, to increase the computational efficiency, we only use partial
convergence for the state equations. In particular, the sufficient level of convergence
retained for the aerodynamic coefficients is when the flow solver iterations only
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modify their third digits. This is achieved with about 100 RK iterations starting
from a uniform solution distribution. During optimization a new calculation for a
new shape is always initialized with the previously available solution reducing even
more this number (we proceed with typically 20 RK iterations).

Figure 4. Normalized histories during time marching to steady state
of ‖∂tU‖ (U being the conservation variables) and |∂t(Cd + a1Cl)|.

The mesh used here has around 200K nodes which is obviously insufficient to
reach full mesh resolution for the flow around an aircraft, even in a context of
inviscid modeling. As mentioned in the introduction, we should consider that in
practice our modeling capability and our computational resources will always be
limited. The reverse uncertainty propagation is also a way to quantify the impact
of this lack of resolution on the design.

8.2.3. Optimization problem. We consider a classical aerodynamic problem where
two main quantities of interest are the drag Cd and lift Cl coefficients:

(24) Cd(x) =
1

2ρ∞‖~u∞‖2

∫
shape(x)

p(q(x))(~u∞.~n(q(x))dγ,

where superscript ∞ indicates inflow conditions. The lift coefficient is evaluated
with formula (24) where u∞ is replaced by ~u⊥∞ in the boundary integral. Aircraft
performance analysis concerns its payload and range. These are directly linked to
the aerodynamic coefficients of the aircraft called the lift (conditioning the payload)
and drag (conditioning the fuel consumption) coefficients. The lift coefficient often
appears through an inequality Cl−Ctarget

l ≥ 0 or equality constraint C1 = |Ctarget
l −

Cl(p(q(x))| with Ctarget
l a target performance. Let us consider this second situation.
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Figure 5. Shape deformation for a full aircraft optimization opti-
mizing its payload and range under geometric constraints based on
search direction ∇xCd− < ∇xCd, π > π described in section 5.

Structural efficiency and necessity of useful free volume also implies the consider-
ation of geometric criteria such as a constraint on the volume V of the aircraft or its
by-section definition. As for the lift coefficient, this gives a constraint of the form
C2 = |V target− V (q(x))|. The volume of an object Ω (here the aircraft) is expressed

through the boundary integral formula: V =
∫

Ω
1 =

∫
Ω

1
3
∇.( ~X) =

∫
∂Ω

~X.~n, where
~X = (x1, x2, x3)t is the local coordinate over the shape.

The last geometric constraint concerns the local wing by-section thickness which
is is prescribed. We define by-section (figure 3) definitions of the shape where the
number of sections ns is free (here ns = 50) and can be adapted to account for the
complexity of the geometry. Each node in the parameterization is associated to a
section Σi, and for each section, we define the maximum thickness ∆i. This last
operation requires the projection of the upper-surface nodes over the lower surface
for each section. This constraint is expressed as: C3 =

∑ns
i=1 |∆i(q(x))−∆target

i |.
An alternative solution which is much simpler to implement is to only enforce a

local volume constraint in each section Σi using the volume formula above: V (Σ) =∫
Σi

1 =
∫

Ω
1 χ

Σi
=
∫

Ω
1
3
∇.( ~X) χ

Σi
=
∫
∂Ω

~X.~n χ
∂Σi
, where χ is an indicator function

(χ = 1 if the point is in section Σi and χ = 0 otherwise). Testing if a point is
in Σi is easy and only requires an interval-based coordinate check, spanwise in this
situation.

Let us add a data assimilation criteria to this multi-criteria optimization: C4 =
1
2
‖Πp(x)− p∗‖2. We discuss in the sequel how to use this final expression to account

for state variability in the design.

8.2.4. Gradient of the functional and constraints. The minimization algorithm we
consider uses the gradients of functional and constraints with respect to the shape.
These are also necessary for sensitivity reverse propagation as described in section
6. In our approach, all the sensitivities are computed by automatic differentiation
(AD) in reverse mode using tapenade [17]. A brief description of AD in direct and
reverse modes is given in appendix. This is how tapenade generates a computer
program for ∇xj from the program computing j(x).

Of course, the constraints can be accounted for by introducing a penalty term in
the cost function: j = Cd +

∑
i=1,4 aiCi, ai ∈ IR+. But this should be avoided when
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possible. We will use it, however, below for the definition of the two directional
extreme scenarios.

One classical technique to recover the lift during optimization is to change the
flow incidence taking advantage of the linear relationship between the incidence and
lift away from stall conditions. Suppose we do not want to use either penalty or such
approximations. An alternative would be to consider a locally admissible gradient
orthogonal to A = Span(∇xCi, i = 1, ..., 4) with dim(A) ≤ 4. Let us denote by
π an orthonormal basis of this subspace obtained by the Gram-Schmidt procedure
applied to the gradients of the constraints. The admissible gradient is given by
∇xCd− < ∇xCd, π > π, where <,> indicates the scalar product over subspace A.
We need, therefore, to provide ∇xCd, ∇xCl, ∇x‖Πp(x) − p∗‖2, ∇xV and ∇x∆i.
The three former require the adjoint of the state equation and we take advantage of
the capability for multi-right-hand-side adjoint calculation of tapenade in reverse
mode to access these gradients without necessitating the solution of three separate
adjoint problems. Our direct Euler code uses time marching to the steady solution
with local time steps. An optimization of the reverse mode of AD comes from the
fact that, our situations of interest being stationary in time, there is no interest in
storing the forward states for backward integration [6, 37, 35].

  

Figure 6. Pressure p(q(x∗)) distribution over the shape which will be
considered as the target pressure p∗(x∗) in reverse uncertainty propa-
gation in section 8.3.

8.3. Reverse propagation and DES. Let us discuss how to use our reverse prop-
agation techniques to quantify the uncertainty on x. Suppose we have an optimal
shape x∗ provided by our optimization platform. We consider the pressure distribu-
tion over this shape as the target pressure p∗: p∗ = p∗(x∗) = p(q(x∗)) which means
that C4 vanishes. This pressure distribution is shown in figure 6. To quantify the
robustness of the design we want to see how much a perturbation of this pressure
distribution, for instance due to external flow perturbations, impacts the design.

From now we follow the path of what we did in section 7.

8.3.1. State variability: The first step is to know or assume the distribution of the
state variability through its local variance distribution σ2( ~X) at each point ~X on
the shape. We can, as in section 7.1, assume that the target state uncertainty is
proportional to local state variation measured, for instance, through the norm of the
Hessian matrix H: σ2( ~X) ∼ ‖H(p∗(x∗))‖. One can also assume that this variability
is similar to the uncertainty one observes in practice (experimental or in flight).
It is indeed well known that the flow distribution is quite stable in the cockpit
and over the first and business class siting area where the flow is nearly potential.
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On the other hand, flow variability increases spanwise (easy to see from wings tips
motions) and also toward the tail of the aircraft (flying coach once makes this easy to
understand). These are due, among others, to separated turbulent flows instabilities
and fluid-structure interactions. These remarks permit to define a rough geometric
distribution of σ2( ~X) over the shape as shown in figure 7.

  

Figure 7. Variability field σ2( ~X) distribution for ~X on the shape.

8.3.2. Target Directional Extreme Scenarios: Consider a pressure distribution p∗ =
p(x∗) available everywhere on the shape (i.e. Π = Id in (22)). The next step is to
define the target extreme scenarios from p∗ using (3). We need to define ∂j/∂p∗.
We consider here the weighted definition of j = Cd +

∑4
i=1 aiCi (with a1 = 0.1,

a2 = a3 = a4 = 0) involving only the drag and lift coefficients. C4 is inactive and
the two geometric constraints do not involve any state quantities. We have:

∂j

∂p∗
=
∂Cd
∂p∗

+ a1
∂Cl
∂p∗

.

From their definition in section 8.2.3 we have linearity with respect to the pressure
of the aerodynamic coefficients. Linearizing in p∗ = p(x∗) we have a distribution
over the shape:

∂j

∂p∗
=

1

2ρ∞‖~u∞‖2
(~u∞ + a1~u

⊥
∞).~n.

Using this expression, we define two extreme target scenarios as:

(25) (p∗)±( ~X) = p∗( ~X)

(
1± 1.65 σ2( ~X)

∂j/∂p∗

‖∂j/∂p∗‖

)
,

and shown in figure 8. One can see that a same level of state uncertainty σ (from
figure 7) does not produce the same impact on the target pressure (p∗)±. This
is related to the fact that (~u∞ + a1~u

⊥
∞).~n is a geometric quantity decreasing, for

instance, toward the tail of the aircraft.

8.3.3. Inversion targeting the DES:. As in section 7 our construction ends targeting
these scenarios of pressure distributions looking for the shapes realizing them best.
This is done considering our multi-criteria optimization problem described in 8.2.4
but this time with C4 = 1

2
‖p(x)−(p∗)±‖2 active and p∗ is respectively taken as (p∗)+

and (p∗)−. These two optimizations give two solutions (x∗)+ and (x∗)−. Figure
9 shows X± = (x∗)+ − (x∗)− measuring the deviation between the two shapes.
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Important deviations are predicted on the upper surface of the wing after the second
engine and along the leading and trailing edges.

  

Figure 8. p∗σ2 ∂j/∂p∗

‖∂j/∂p∗‖ to build directional extreme scenarios with (25).

Figure 9. X± = (x∗)+− (x∗)− (meter) on the lower (left) and upper
(right) surfaces of the aircraft measuring the distance between two
shapes after inversions targeting the two directional extreme scenarios
pressure distributions (18).

8.4. Reverse Covx construction. As in section 7.2, let us compare the previous
construction to the outcome of the linear analysis presented in section 6 to build
an estimation of Covx from Covp∗ . As mentioned in section 6 we assume p∗ as
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Figure 10. Assumption of Covp∗(= p∗σ2 I) used in getting Covx
from (26).

  

Figure 11. Graph of Covx from (26). This is a n× n = 16K × 16K
matrix. Three main regions of interaction (wing, wing-body, tail) can
be identified. Iso-contours show an example of correlations in the
design parameters between a point in the wing tip region and the rest
of the aircraft (this is a line of Covx).

independent measurements with a therefore diagonal covariance matrix Covp∗ =
p∗σ2 I (shown in figure 10) with σ2 shown in figure 7. We have:

(26) Covx =
(
J t Cov−1

p∗ J
)−1

,
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Figure 12. (diag(Covx))1/2 (meter).

where J comes from (9) with ∂j/∂x = 0 as there is no direct dependency between
x and Cd or Ci=1,...,4 and again with Π = Id as p∗ is available everywhere on the
shape. The inversion in (26) is made, after putting the matrix J t Cov−1

p∗ J in LtDL

form, assuming it exists1, following:
Covx(n,n) = 1/D(n,n);

For j = n-1:1

Covx(j+1:n,j) = -Covx(j+1:n,j+1:n)*L(j+1:n,j);

Covx(j,j+1:n) = transpose(Covx(j+1:n,j));

Covx(j,j) = 1/D(j,j) - transpose(L(j+1:n,j)) * Covx(j+1:n,j);

Done

If requested and avoiding a full inversion, one could access to selected elements of
the matrix following [26].

The graph of the n×n = 16K×16K matrix Covx is given in figure 11. As we use
unstructured meshes, two close nodes are not necessary close in the matrix and nodes
in a region are not simple to locate on the graph. Three main regions of interactions
can be identified: the wing, the wing-body and the tail regions. Main interactions
are between the wing and the wing-body junction regions. As shown, picking a
point and plotting the corresponding line in Covx illustrates the regions which will
be impacted (due to state variability) by a change in the design of the shape of the

1We consider symmetric matrices A for which the following decomposition exists A = LtDL

with Djj = Ajj −
∑j−1

k=1 L
2
jkDkk and Li>j = 1

Djj

(
Aij −

∑j−1
k=1 LikLjkDkk

)
.
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Figure 13. |diag(Covx)1/2 − diag(Covx±)1/2| (meter) on the lower
(left) and upper (right) surfaces of the aircraft.

aircraft at this point. One sees, for instance, that the wing-body interaction goes
beyond just the wing region.

Figure 12 shows (diag(Covx))1/2 (in meter) which gives the standard deviation
of the design due to state variability. Together with figure 9 these are eventually
the most important information. The uncertainty margin can reach 0.1 m in some
regions. This is slightly superior to the values reached by the extreme scenarios
analysis presented in figure 9. This construction features much richer correlations
between design parameters. We notice that to increase their robustness in variable
flight conditions (which means reducing the correlations) the two engines pylon,
fairing and air intakes should be receiving different designs following their positions
on the wing. Eventually, figure 13 shows |diag(Covx)1/2−diag(Covx±)1/2| measuring
the differences between the two constructions of the design standard deviation. Large
differences exist in some regions between the two constructions which can be of the
order of the maximum deviation predicted.
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9. Concluding remarks

A low-complexity solution for reverse propagation of aleatory uncertain target
data in inverse design has been presented. Two approximations of the covariance
matrix of the optimization parameters have been discussed. These provide uncer-
tainty quantification analysis for the inversion solution with confidence margins on
the design parameters in very large design spaces. None of the approaches require
a sampling of a parameter space and both take advantage of existing ingredients in
deterministic gradient-based inversion algorithms. In both approaches the overall
calculation complexities remain comparable to the deterministic situation.

The constructions also permit to account for epistemic uncertainties considering
a model or solution procedure always imperfect. Hence, seeing the associated error
as uncertainty these reverse propagations provide a quantification of the impact of
these weaknesses on the design.

Most importantly the ingredients of the approach are simple to explain and do not
require a deep mathematical background. Something which is a limitation today to
the progress of uncertainty analysis when using high fidelity tools. Indeed, because of
their computational complexity, simple statistical approaches are difficult to directly
deploy in the framework of high fidelity simulations and more intrusive approaches
require major reformulation of existing models and heavy extra coding.

The application of the method to the optimization of the shape of an aircraft
indicates that the optimization problem should be restated in order for the design
to gain in robustness. For instance, the covariance distribution over the shape of
the aircraft shows that for the design to be robust in variable flight conditions the
engines pylon, fairing and air intakes should have different shapes following their
position on the wing. Our current effort is to account for this extra constraint in
the optimization problem.
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10. Appendix: Automatic Differentiation of computer codes

We would like to give a brief description of automatic or algorithmic differentiation
methods which permit to compute derivatives in discret level from a computer code
linking the independent variables to the functional.
Consider the problem of finding j′(x) when j(x) is given by a computer program.

10.1. The direct mode of AD. Because the program is made of differentiable
lines, j′ can be computed by differentiating every line and adding them to the com-
puter program immediately above each line. For instance,

Program for j . Lines to add

u = (1 + x) ∗ log(x) du = (1 + x) ∗ dx/x+ log(x)

z = u+ cos(x) dz = du− sin(x) ∗ dx
j = u ∗ z dj = du ∗ z + u ∗ dz.

If this new program is run with x=x0, dx=1, du=0, dz=0, dj=0, then dj is the
derivative of j with respect to x at x0. This is called the direct mode of AD.

10.2. The reverse mode of AD. The reverse mode of AD is similar to the con-
tinuous adjoint method and aims to provide the gradient with a cost independent of
the number of variables in the program. Let us interpret this mode introducing the
Lagrangian of the code above by associating to each variable in the program a dual
variable p, except for the last line for which p = 1 (each line of a computer code is
seen as an equality constraint and the final line as the cost function):

(27) L = p1[u− (1 + x) log(x)] + p2[z − u− cos(x)] + j − uz

Stationarity with respect to intermediate variables in reverse order (z, u) gives

∂L

∂z
= 0 = u+ p2

∂L

∂u
= 0 = z − p2 cos(x) + p1.

This gives p2 first, and then p1, and then dj/dx is

j′ =
∂L

∂x
= p2u sin(x)− p1(log(x) +

1 + x

x
).
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This is different from the direct mode in term of complexity because whatever the
number of independent variables, the adjoint variables pi are evaluated only once.
A powerful technique to avoid the Lagrange method is to use reverse accumulation
and this is how Tapenade works. More precisely, for each assignment y = y + f(x),
the dual expression is px = px + f ′py with px and py the dual variables associated
to x and y. Hence, for (px = 0, py = 1) as initialization, this gives px = f ′. The
previous example becomes

pu = pz = px = 0, pj = 1,

pu = pu + zpj, pz = pz + upj,

pu = pu + pz, px = px − sin(x)pz,

j′ = px + (log(x) +
1 + x

x
)pu.

This approach can be used to directly write ’by hand’ the adjoint code. This can
also be seen as an alternative to deriving the continuous adjoint and programming
it.
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